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Design your own Learning Toolkit 

Choose, copy  and paste into your 

own learning toolkit on page 5. 

How does this help me? 

 This is a Rocket Writer.  It teaches me how to hold a pencil 

properly. 

 A pencil with a grip helps me hold my pencil properly. 

 This bumpy pencil helps me feel the pencil in my hand.  The 

bumps also stop the pencil  slipping when I am holding it. 

 This pencil, with holes in its side, helps me hold my pencil the 

right way. I put my fingers in the holes to hold it.  A yellow top is 

for left handers and red top is for right handers. 

 This is a coloured reading ruler.  It helps me keep my eyes on 

the words I am reading.  The colour also stops the bright pages 

from hurting my eyes. 

 This is my traffic light fan.  I can show the red face to my teach-

er if I need help.   
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Design your own Learning Toolkit 

Choose, copy  and paste into your own 

learning toolkit on page 5. 

How does it help me? 

 This lined paper helps me get my writing the  correct size.  

The small letters go up to the dotty lines and the tall letters 

go up to the thick black line above the dotty lines. 

 I like to do my handwriting on squared paper  because  it 

helps me keep all my letters the same size.  Small letters fill 

one box and tall letters fill 2 boxes. 

 

 

 

This is a book with coloured paper.  I find it easier to read 

and write on coloured pages because white paper is too 

bright and hurts my eyes. 

 This Personal Word Book lets me have a try at spelling a 

word.  I write the word in the box on the left. My teacher 

writes the word in the middle and I write the word again 

on the last box. 

 These word lists help me spell words correctly in my       

stories.  

 This Big Write pyramid helps with my writing.  It helps me 

with words to start  my stories and to connect my         

sentences. It also shows me how to make punctuation 

marks like  !   And  ? 
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Design your own Learning Toolkit 

Choose, copy  and paste into your own 

learning toolkit on page 5. 

How does it help me? 

 Number rods and Numicon help me count, take away, 

multiply and divide. 

 

 This number line helps me count forwards and          

backwards.  

 Wall displays help me because I get muddled up with 

the order of things like the days of the week, months of 

the year and the alphabet. 

 This 100 square helps me with counting up in 10s. It also 

helps me see  patterns in numbers up to 100. 

 This multiplication table helps me with my tables as  

learning my tables is hard. 

 A calculator helps me with difficult sums. 
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Design your own Learning Toolkit 

Choose, copy  and paste into your own 

learning toolkit on page 5. 

How does it help me? 

 A Thesaurus helps me find a better word and a          

Dictionary tells me what words mean.  

 This Barrington Stoke Spelling Dictionary helps me       

because it has words ‘sounded out’ in red and the     

correct spelling in black. 

 This timetable helps me because all my High School    

subjects are colour coded so I know what I need to 

take to school each day. 

 This diary helps me to remember when my homework is 

due in.  My teacher  checks that I have  written the    

correct information. 

 This pen rubs out.  This means I don’t have to worry 

about  making mistakes. 

 Using a laptop helps me practise my typing using BBC 

Dance Mat or Doorway Online. 

 Text to Speech helps me because I can hear what the 

words say on the screen.  I can also  speak into the 

headset and  Speech to Text types my story as I speak. 
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 My Learning Toolkit 

Your picture goes here. 


